Curriculum Long Term Plan 2021 – 2022
Year Group: FS2

AUTUMN 1
(8 weeks)

AUTUMN 2
(7 weeks)

SPRING 1
(7 weeks)

SPRING 2
(6 weeks)

SUMMER 1
(5 weeks)

SUMMER 2
(7 weeks)

Topic Title
(Main theme)
Theme by week

What makes me
special?/ Let’s celebrate!

Let’s celebrate!

Once upon a time…

A long, long time ago…

How do things grow?

We are explorers!

Week 1,2,3 and 4: What
makes me special?
Week 5 and 6: Birthdays
Week 7 and 8: Halloween and
Autumn

Week 1: Bonfire Night
Week 2: Remembrance Day
Week 3 and 4: Diwali
Week 5, 6 and 7: Christmas and
winter

Week 1 and 2: Goldilocks
and the three bears
Week 3 and 4: Little Red
Riding Hood
Week 5 and 6: The
Gingerbread Man
Week 7: Three Little Pigs

Week 1 and 2: Dinosaurs
Week 3 amd 4: Castles and
fairytales
Week 5 and 6: Easter and
Spring

Week 1 and 2: Minibeasts
Week 3 and 4: Fruit,
vegetables and plants
Week 5: Farm animals

Weeks 1 and 2: Space
Weeks 3 and 4: Jungle
Weeks 5, 6 and 7: Under
the sea, Seaside, pirates
and Summer

Parental
Engagement

Parents invited in to make
spoon puppets

Parents invited to Nativity

Invite parents in for story
telling sessions

Parents invited to plant
seeds.

Parents invited to end of
year graduation

Hook
(Engage)

Starting FS2
Being me bags

Invitation to a Bonfire Party

Caterpillars arrive
Evil Pea kidnaps class toy

Crashed rocket in school
grounds

Problem Solving
Day
Experiences

Helping Kipper to plan his
Birthday Party

Helping Father Christmas to get
all of the presents ready

Broken chair/ empty
porridge bowl etc in
roleplay area
Helping to find Goldilocks

World Book Day
Egg rolling competition
Egg decorating competition
Dinosaur eggs found in the
classroom
Eggs found in the classroom

Evil Peas kidnap Daisy
the dog

Crashed rocket/ Aliens
kidnap Daisy the dog

Attend a Birthday Party
Play party games
Bake some buns
Make a potion
Dress up for Halloween
Throw autumn leaves in the
air
Hunt for conkers
Ride a bike
Learn a poem
Use wax crayons to do leaf
rubbings

Watch a firework display
Use a sparkler
Smash ice with a stick outside
Buold a snowman
Make something using a stick
Post a letter in a post box
Play party games
Do the Hokey Cokey
Watch a movie with popcorn
Watch a pantomime
Try new food- hot dogs
Try new food- chapatis
Take part in a show
Sing some Christmas carols
Christmas party
Nativity- parental involvement

Have an indoor picnic
Dance in the rain
Make bread from scratch
Go to the woods
Chinese New Year Party
Try new food- spring rolls
etc
Make a mud pie

Feed the ducks
Go on an Easter egg hunt
Take part in a competition
Decorate a hard boiled egg
Try new food- hot cross buns
Make a musical instrument
Learn to play hopscotch

Have an outdoor picnic
Grow a seed into a plant
Roll down a grassy hill
Grow caterpillars into
butterflies
Visit a farm
Feed animals
Go on a minibeast hunt
Make a bird feeder
Try new food-fruit and
vegetables

30 days wild
Have an outdoor picnic
Create art using nature
Make perfume using
flower petals
Build a giant sandcastle
Walk barefoot in the sand
Paddle in the sea
Try new food- ice lollies,
ice cream
Blow bubbles
Be a pirate for a day

Traditional tale

Easter celebrations

Planting plants- parental
involvement

Beach party
EYFS Graduation

Celebration/Show
case
(End of Theme)

Spoon puppets- parental
involvement

Core books

Week 2: Owl babies
Week 3: Elmer
Week 4: The Gruffalo
Week 5: Kipper’s Birthday
Week 6: Cake
Week 7: Room on the broom
Week 8: Funnybones

Week 1: After the storm
Week 2: Where the poppies
grow now
Week 3: Rama and Sita
Week 4: The Runaway Chapati
Week 5: One snowy night
Week 6: Jolly Chirstmas
Postman
Week 7: The Christmas story

Week 1: Goldilocks and the
three bears
Week 2: Believe me,
Goldilocks Rocks!
Week 3: Little Red Riding
Hood
Week 4: Wolf’s way home
Week 5: The Gingerbread
Man
Week 6: The terribly
friendly fox
Week 7: Three Little Pigs

Week 1: Mr Wolf’s pancakes
Week 2: Harry and the
dinosaurs go to school
Week 3: Tyranosaurus drip
Week 4:The princess and the
wizard
Week 5: Sleeping beauty
Week 6: We’re going on an
egg hunt

Week 1: The very hungry
caterpillar
Week 2: Superworm
Week 3: Supertato
Week 4: Oliver’s
vegetables
Week 5: The Little Red
Hen

Week 1: Whatever Next
Week 2: How to catch a
star
Week 3: The lion inside
Week 4: Handa’s surprise
Week 5: Tiddler
Week 6: What the
ladybird heard at the
seaside
Week 7: Captain Flynn and
the pirate dinosaurs

Physical
DevelopmentGross Motor

PE lessons with Live and
Learn- Ball skills

PE lessons with Live and Learn
– Dance

PE lessons with Live and
Learn – Gymnastics

PE lessons with Live and
Learn – Boccia

PE lessons with Live and
Learn - Speed, agility
and quickness (SAQ)

PE lessons with Live and
Learn - Striking and
Fielding

Children are taught to:
Start taking part in some
group activities in teams.
Develop confidence,
competence, precision and
accuracy when engaging in
activities that involve a ball.
Develop the overall body
strength, co-ordination,
balance and agility needed to
engage successfully with
future physical education
sessions and other physical
disciplines
Further develop and refine a
range of ball skills including:
throwing, catching, kicking,
passing, batting, and aiming.
Continue to develop their
balancing, riding (scooters,
trikes and bikes)
Collaborate with others to
manage large items, such as
moving a long plank safely,
carrying large hollow blocks.
Use their core muscle
strength to achieve a good
posture when sitting at a
table or sitting on the floor

Children are taught to:
Continue to develop their
movement
Are increasingly able to use and
remember sequences and
patterns of movements which
are related to music and rhythm
Develop the overall body
strength, co-ordination, balance
and agility needed to engage
successfully with future physical
education sessions and other
physical disciplines
Combine different movements
with ease and fluency
Skip, hop, stand on one leg and
hold a pose for a game like
musical statues.

Children are taught to:
Confidently and safely use
a range of large and small
apparatus indoors and
outside, alone and in a
group.
Develop the overall body
strength, co-ordination,
balance and agility needed
to engage successfully with
future physical education
sessions and other physical
disciplines
Develop overall bodystrength, balance, coordination and agility.
Explore travelling in
different ways such asrolling, crawling, walking,
jumping, running, hopping,
skipping, climbing.
Match their developing
physical skills to tasks and
activities in the setting.
Go up steps and stairs, or
climb up apparatus, using
alternate feet.

Children are taught to:
Develop the overall body
strength, co-ordination,
balance and agility needed to
engage successfully with
future physical education
sessions and other physical
disciplines
Further develop and refine a
range of ball skills including:
throwing, catching, kicking,
passing, batting, and aiming.

Children are taught to:
Explore travelling in
different ways such asrolling, crawling, walking,
jumping, running, hopping,
skipping, climbing.
Develop the overall body
strength, co-ordination,
balance and agility
needed to engage
successfully with future
physical education
sessions and other
physical disciplines

Children are taught to:
Develop the overall body
strength, co-ordination,
balance and agility needed
to engage successfully
with future physical
education sessions and
other physical disciplines
Further develop and refine
a range of ball skills
including: throwing,
catching, kicking, passing,
batting, and aiming.

Physical
DevelopmentFine Motor

Children are taught to:
Show a preference for a
dominant hand.
Use one-handed tools and
equipment, for example,
making snips in paper with
scissors.
Start to eat independently
and learning how to use a
knife and fork.

Children are taught to:
Use a comfortable grip with
good control when holding
pens and pencils and use
them with increasing
control.
Hold their paper with their
other hand when writing

Children are taught to:
Develop their small motor
skills so that they can use a
range of tools competently,
safely and confidently such
as pencils for drawing and
writing, paintbrushes,
scissors, knives, forks and
spoons

Children are taught to:
Form all letters correctly
using the handwriting
rhymes

Children are taught to:
Write on the line.
Write letters that are an
even size.

Children are taught to:
Develop the foundations of
a handwriting style which is
fast, accurate and efficient.

Physical
DevelopmentLooking after
themselves

Children are taught to:
Further develop the skills
they need to manage the
school day successfullymealtimes
Further develop the skills
they need to manage the
school day successfullypersonal hygiene
Be increasingly independent
as they get dressed and
undressed- put coat on.
Be increasingly independent
in meeting their own care
needs- using the toilet,
washing and drying their
hands thoroughly.

Children are taught to:
Further develop the skills
they need to manage the
school day successfully:
lining up and queuing
Be increasingly independent
as they get dressed and
undressed- zip coat up.
Know and talk about the
different factors that
support their overall health
and wellbeing- safety near
bonfires and fireworks.

Children are taught to:
Know and talk about the
different factors that
support their overall health
and wellbeing- healthy
eating.
Make healthy choices about
food, drink, activity and
toothbrushing.

Children are taught to:
Know and talk about the
different factors that
support their overall health
and wellbeing- exercise.

Children are taught to:
Know and talk about the
different factors that
support their overall health
and wellbeing- sensible
amounts of screen time,
sleep and teeth brushing.

Children are taught to:
Know and talk about the
different factors that
support their overall health
and wellbeing- sun safety
and safety near water

Communication
and Language

Communication and Language underpins everything that we do. Throughout the whole curriculum and year, children are supported to develop the following language skills:

Learn new vocabulary which they can use through out the day and in different contexts.

Ask questions to find out more and to check they understand what has been said to them and articulate their ideas and thoughts in well-formed sentences by connecting one
idea or action to another using a range of conenctiv es.

Describe events in some details and use talk to help work out problems and organise thinking and activities explain how things work and why they might happen.

Develop social phrases

Engage in story times and listen to and talk about stories to build familairtity and understanding. Be able to retell the story, once they have developed a deep familiarity with
the text, some as exact repetition and some in their own words. Engage in non-fiction books. Listen to and talk about selected non-fiction to develop a deep familiarity with new
knowledge and vocabulary.

Listen carefully to rhymes and songs, paying attention to how they sound

Learn rhymes, poems and songs.

PSED

Literacy- Reading

Jigsaw PSHEBeing Me
Children are taught to:
Understand how it feels to
belong and that we are
similar and different
Start to recognise and
manage their feelings
Enjoy working with others to
make school a good place to
be
Understand why it is good to
be kind and use gentle hands
Understand children’s rights
and know that this means
that we should all be allowed
to learn and play
Know what responsible means

Jigsaw PSHE- Celebrating
difference
Children are taught to:
Identify something that they
are good at and understand that
everyone is good at different
things
Understand that being different
makes us all special
Know that we are all different
but the same in some ways.
Say why they think their home is
special to them
Understand what makes someone
a good friend
Understand which words to use
to stand up for themselves when
someone says or does something
unkind.

Jigsaw PSHEDreams and goals
Children are taught to:
Understand that if they
persevere they can tackle
challenges
Talk about a time that
they didn’t give up until
they achieved their goal
Set goals and work
towards them
Use kind words to
encourage people
Understand the link
between what they learn
now and the job they might
lik to do when they are
older
Say how they feel when
they achieve a goal and
know what it means to feel
proud.

Jigsaw PSHEJigsaw PSHEJigsaw PSHEHealthy me
Relationships
Changing me
Children are taught to:
Children are taught to:
Children are taught to:
Understand that they need
Identify some of the
Name parts of the body
exercise to keep their body
jobs that they do in their Be able to say some things
healthy
family and how they fel
that they can do and foods
Understand how moving and
like they belong
that they can eat to be
resting are good for their
Know how to make
healthy
body
friends and to stop
Understand that we all
Know which foods are
themselves from feeling
grow from babies to adults
healthy and not so healthy
lonely
Express how they feel
and to be able to make
Think of ways to solve
about moving to Y1.
healthy eating choices
problems and stay
Talk about their worries
Know how to help themselves
friends
and/ore the things they
go to sleep and understand
Begin to understand the
are looking forward to
why sleep is good for them
impact of unkind words
about being in Y1
Wash their hands thoroughly Use Calm Me time to
Share memories of the
and understand why this is
manage their feelings
best bits of this year in
important before they eat
Know how to be a good
F2.
and after they go to the
friend
toilet
Know what a stranger is and
how to stay safe if a
stranger approaches them
As well as teaching children PSED skills through Jigsaw PSHE inputs, children are also taught PSED skills everyday throughout the year when opportunities arise. The children
are taught the following skills:

Select and use activities and resources, with help when needed. This helps them to achieve a goal they have chosen, or one which is suggested to them.

Develop their sense of responsibility and membership of a community.

Become more outgoing with unfamiliar people, in the safe context of their setting.

Show more confidence in new social situations.

Play with one or more other children, extending and elaborating play ideas.

Help to find solutions to conflicts and rivalries. For example, accepting that not everyone can be Spider-Man in the game, and suggesting other ideas.

Increasingly follow rules, understanding why they are important.

Do not always need an adult to remind them of a rule.

Develop appropriate ways of being assertive.

Talk with others to solve conflicts.

Talk about their feelings using words like ‘happy’, ‘sad’, ‘angry’ or ‘worried’.

Begin to understand how others might be feeling.

To see themselves as a valuable individual.

Build constructive and respectful relationships.

Express their feelings and consider the feelings of others.

Show resilience and perseverance in the face of challenge.

Identify and moderate their own feelings socially and emotionally.

Think about the perspectives of others.

Manage their own needs.
Children are taught to:
Children are taught to:
Children are taught to:
Children are taught to:
Children are taught to:
Children are taught to:
Name different parts of a
Recognise the sound that most
Recognise the sounds that
Read graphemes including
Read graphemes including Read graphemes including
book
individual letters make
all individual letters make
digraphs and trigraphs ch,
digraphs and trigraphs
digraphs and trigraphs ch,

Recognise the sound that
some individual letters make
Orally blend sounds
Begin to read the common
exception words- I, to, the

Orally blend sounds
Begin to read the common
exception words- I, to, the, no,
go, into
Begin to read simple cvc words
by segmenting and blending

Read simple cvc words by
segmenting and blending
Read the common
exception words- I, to,
the, no, go, into, my, me,
you
Begin to read simple
phrases of two or three
words made up of words
with known letter–sound
correspondences and,
where necessary, a few
exception words.

sh, th, ng, nk by saying the
sounds for them
Read cvc and ccvc words by
segmenting and blending
Read the common exception
words I, to, the, no, go, into,
my, me, you, he, she, they,
was
Read simple phrases and
sentences made up of words
with known letter–sound
correspondences and, where
necessary, a few exception
words.

ch, sh, th, ng, nk, ay, ee,
igh by saying the sounds
for them
Read cvc, ccvc other four
or five sound words by
segmenting and blending
Read the common
exception words I, to,
the, no, go, into, my, me,
you, he, she, they, was,
we, be, said
Read simple phrases and
sentences made up of
words with known letter–
sound correspondences
and common exception
words.

Literacy- Writing

Children are taught to:
Write their names by copying
the letters from their name
card
Ascribe meaning to marks
that they make
Write some letters
accurately
Hear, say and write initial
sounds in words

Children are taught to:
Write their names from memory
Ascribe meaning to marks that
they make
Write some letters accurately
Hear, say and write the sounds
they can hear in simple words

Children are taught to:
Write some letters
accurately
Hear, say and write sounds
to spell cvc and four sound
words
Write phrases with two or
three words

Children are taught to:
Hear, say and write sounds
to spell four sound words
Form lower-case and capital
letters correctly.
Write simple sentences using
finger spaces.

Children are taught to:
Hear, say and write
sounds to spell four and
five sound words
Form lower-case and
capital letters correctly.
Write short sentences
using finger spaces.
Re-read what they have
written to check that it
makes sense.

Mathematics

Children are taught to:
Match and sort
Compare amounts
Compare size, mass and
capacity
Explore pattern- AB patterns
Represent 1, 2 and 3
Compare 1, 2 and 3

Children are taught to:
Understand the composition of
1, 2 and 3
Recognise and describe circles
and triangles
Use positional language
Represent numbers to 5
Find one more and one less of
numbers to 5
Recognise and describe
squares and rectangles
Time

Children are taught to:
Compare numbers to 10
Explore number bonds to 10
Recognise and describe 3d
shapes
Explore pattern- ABC and
border patterns
Build numbers beyond 10

Children are taught to:
Understand counting
patterns beyond 10
Spatial reasoning- match,
rotate, manipulate
Add more
Take away
Spatial reasoningCompose and decompose

Children are taught to:
Recognise and understand
the value of 0
Compare numbers to 5
Understand the composition
of 4 and 5
Compare mass
Compare capacity
Recognise the numerals and
understand the value of 6, 7
and 8
Make pairs
Combine two groups
Length and height

sh, th, ng, nk, ay, ee, igh,
ow, oo by saying the
sounds for them
Read cvc, ccvc other four
or five sound words by
segmenting and blending
Read the common
exception words I, to, the,
no, go, into, my, me, you,
he, she, they, was, we, be,
said.
Read simple phrases and
sentences made up of
words with known letter–
sound correspondences
and, where necessary, a
few exception words.
Read some letter groups
that each represent one
sound and say sounds for
them.
Children are taught to:
Hear, say and write sounds
to spell four and five
sound words and have a go
at multi-syllabic words.
Form lower-case and
capital letters correctly.
Write sentences using
finger spaces, a capital
letter and a full stop
Re-read what they have
written to check that it
makes sense.
Children are taught to:
Double
Share and group
Explore odd and even
numbers
Spatial reasoningvisualise and build
Pattern- AAB, ABB and
fixed border pattern
Spatial reasoningmapping

Time
Recognise the numerals and
understand the value of 9
and 10

Understanding
the World

Children are taught to:
History links:
Can talk about members of
immediate family in more
detail
Can discuss similarities and
differences between people
in their family
Is able to discuss different
occupations of family
members
Sequence family members,
explaining who they are
(baby, toddler, child,
teenager, adult, elderly)
Sequence family members,
explaining who they are and
the key differences between
what they can/can’t do
Geography links:
Identifies features on a
simple map (trees, house,
river, mountain)
Knows that 4 countries make
up the UK and can name at
least 1 other country
Knows that different
countries have different
homes
Can identify similarities and
differences between homes
in our country
Talk about local environments
(their road, Eastwood, Clifton
Parkgate)
Science links:
Can name their 5 senses
Understand the effect of
seasons on the natural world,
discussing when and how
things grow and what clothes
you wear in different
seasons- Autumn

Children are taught to:
History links:
Can talk about past and upcoming
events with their immediate
family
Geography links:
Explains how life may be
different for other childrenChildren in Need
Science links:
Explores and talks about forces
(push and pull)
Understand the effect of
seasons on the natural world,
discussing when and how things
grow and what clothes you wear
in different seasons- Winter
RE links:
Comments on pictures of a wide
range of celebrations (Diwali,
Eid, Christmas)
Can name different religious
venues – Church, Mosque and
Temple
Knows why religious venues are
special and who goes there
Can articulate what others
celebrate and begin to explainChristmas, Bonfire Night, Diwali
Computing links:
Can play simple games on the
Interactive Whiteboard by
dragging and dropping items
Children can take photos on the
camera on an ipad
Can programme simple
instructions for the beebot
using the arrows
Children can name the parts of a
laptop

Children are taught to:
History links:
Can identify emergency
situations and knows who
to call
Knows the meaning of past
and present
Geography links:
Can use maps to locate
objects in ‘real life’
Science links:
Talks about differences
between materials and
changes they notice
Explain what their five
senses are
RE links:
Can articulate what others
celebrate and begin to
explain- Chinese New Year
Computing links:
Children can record videos
on the camera on an ipad
Children know to ask for
help if needed

Children are taught to:
History links:
Can compare past and
present features of familiar
places- castles
Shares some similarities
between characters, figures
or objects
Geography links:
Recognise some environments
that are different to the one
in which they live
Science links:
Understand the effect of
seasons on the natural world,
discussing when and how
things grow and what clothes
you wear in different
seasons- Spring
Computing links:
Use various tools such as
brush, pens, stamps, erasers
and shapes with support on
paint software on the IWB
Children can use a mouse on a
laptop
RE links:
Recites the Easter story
Knows why Christians
celebrate Easter

Children are taught to:
History links:
Can identify similarities
and differences between
jobs
Science links:
Explores the natural
world around them
Can explain the life cycle
of a sunflower and a
butterfly
Can say what plants need
to survive
Can talk about different
life cycles
RE links:
Can articulate what
others celebrate and
begin to explain- Eid
Computing links:
Children can
independently change
games or increase levels
of difficulty on games
Children can edit photos
on an ipad
Can debug instructions
when using the beebot

Children are taught to:
History links:
Can compare past and
present features of
familiar places- seaside
and local area
Compare and contrast
characters from stories,
sharing similarities and
differences
Compare and contrast
historical figures and
objects from non-fiction
texts, sharing similarities
and differences
Geography links:
Can briefly explain the
difference between human
and physical features
Knows that 4 countries
make up the UK and can
name at least 1 other
country
Can identify similarities
and differences between
homes in other countries
Makes comparisons
between life for children
in different countries
Use pictures to compare
and contrast environments
around the world
Science links:
Explores non-contact
forces (gravity and
magnetism)
Can name a famous
astronaut- Neil Armstrong
Can name same planets in
our Solar System
Know that we live on Earth
Can name and order the
seasons.

RE links:
Comments on recent pictures
of celebrations in their own
life.
Comments on images of
familiar experiences
(holidays, visiting the park,
going to the dentist)
Developing positive attitudes
about differences between
people
Can articulate what others
celebrate and begin to
explain- Birthdays, Halloween
Computing links:
Select brushes, colours and
rubbers when drawing on
paint software on the IWB

EAD

Children are taught to:
Painting:
Mix primary colours to make
secondary colours- orange
and brown
Print with small blocks, small
sponges, fruit, shapes and
other resources
Drawing:
Draws potato people (no neck
or body)
Collage:
Use glue sticks and glue
spreaders independently
Sculpture:
Builds simple models using
walls, roofs and towers.
Manipulates clay (rolls, cuts,
squashes, pinches, twists…)
Music:
Is able to name a wide
variety of instruments
Singng and dancing:

Children are taught to:
Painting:
Mix primary colours to make
secondary colours- green and
purple
Use thin brushes to add detail to
paintings.
Drawing:
Children are able to draw simple
things from memory
Collage:
Adds other materials to develop
models (tissue paper, glitter…)
Adds additional textures –
children describe as smooth or
bumpy
Beginning to weave (gross motor)
Sculpture:
Builds simple models using walls,
roofs and towers.
Manipulates clay (rolls, cuts,
squashes, pinches, twists…)
Music:

Children are taught to:
Painting:
Hold a paintbrush using a
tripod grip
Drawing:
Draws bodies of an
appropriate size for what
they’re drawing
Collage:
Join items with sellotape
independently
Uses the language smooth,
rough, bendy, hard to
describe texture.
Sculpture:
Can use a variety of
resources – loose part play
Makes something that they
give meaning to- clay
Music:
Understands emotion
through music and can
identify if music is ‘happy’,
‘scary’ or ‘sad’

Children are taught to:
Painting:
Add white or black paint to
alter tint or shade
Create patterns or
meaningful pictures when
printing
Drawing:
Draw self-portraits,
landscapes and
buildings/cityscapes
Collage:
Knows how to improve
models (scrunch, twist, fold,
bend, roll)
Weave (fine motor)
Sculpture:
Builds models which
replicate those in real life.
Music:
Understands emotion
through music and can
identify if music is ‘happy’,
‘scary’ or ‘sad’

Children are taught to:
Painting:
Colour matching to a
specific colour and shade
Can independently select
additional tools (stamps,
rollers etc) to improve
their painting
Drawing:
Draws with detail (bodies
with sausage limbs and
additional features)
Collage:
Join items in a variety of
ways – Sellotape, masking
tape, string, ribbon.
Knows how to secure
boxes, toilet rolls,
decorate bottles
Sculpture:
Builds models which
replicate those in real
life.

Understand the effect of
seasons on the natural
world, discussing when and
how things grow and what
clothes you wear in
different seasonsSummer
Understands the need to
respect and care for the
natural environment and all
living things.
Explores floating and
sinking
Computing links:
Erases content and
understands how to charge
the ipads
Children can switch on a
laptop and login using their
username and password
Children know about
keeping safe online and not
sharing personal
information.
Children are taught to:
Painting:
Create patterns or
meaningful pictures when
printing
Drawing:
Draws with detail (bodies
with sausage limbs and
additional features)
Children are beginning to
draw self-portraits,
landscapes and
buildings/cityscapes
Collage:
Join items in a variety of
ways – Sellotape, masking
tape, string, ribbon,
treasury tags, split pins.
Uses improved vocab to
describe texture–
flexible, rigid
Sculpture:

Learns short routines,
beginning to match pace
Roleplay:
Uses own experiences to
develop storylines

Talks about how music makes
them feel
Singng and dancing:
Shares likes and dislikes about
dances/performances
Sings in a group, trying to keep
in time
Roleplay:
Participates in small world play
related to rhymes and stories
Independence:
Chooses paper from a wide
selection and of which is
appropriate to the task (black
paint on white paper, white paint
on black…)

Singng and dancing:
Learns short routines,
beginning to match pace
Roleplay:
Uses experiences and learnt
stories to develop
storylines
Independence:
Begins to paint on other
materials – card, fabric,
clay

Singng and dancing:
Shares likes and dislikes
about dances/performances
Sings in a group, matching
pitch and following melody
Roleplay:
Children enhance small
world play with simple
resources
Independence:
Creates their own piece of
art and begins to selfcorrect any mistakes
Works with a friend,
copying ideas and developing
skills together

Can use a variety of
resources – loose part
play
Music:
Knows how to use a wide
variety of instruments
Singng and dancing:
Learns longer dance
routines, matching pace
Roleplay:
Uses imagination to
develop own storylines
Enhance with resources
that they pretend are
something else
Independence:
Returns to work on
another occasion to edit
and improve

Builds models which
replicate those in real
life.
Makes something with
clear intentions
Music:
Beginning to write own
compositions using
symbols, pictures or
patterns
Can change the tempo and
dynamics whilst playing
Singng and dancing:
Replicates dances and
performances
Sings by themselves,
matching pitch and
following melody
Roleplay:
Uses imagination to
develop own storylines
Enhance with resources
that they pretend are
something else
Independence:
Returns to work on
another occasion to edit
and improve

